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Abstract
In recent years, there has been an upswing of interest in estimating information from data emerging in a lot of areas beyond
communications. This paper aims at estimating the information between two random phenomena by using consolidated second-
order statistics tools. The squared-loss mutual information is chosen for that purpose as a natural surrogate of Shannon mutual
information. The rationale for doing so is developed for i.i.d. discrete sources -mapping data onto the simplex space-, and for
analog sources -mapping data onto the characteristic space-, highlighting the links with other well-known related concepts in
the literature based on local approximations of information-theoretic measures. The proposed approach gains in interpretability
and scalability for its use on large datasets, providing physical interpretation to the free regularization parameters. Moreover, the
structure of the proposed mapping allows resorting to Szego¨’s theorem to reduce the complexity for high dimensional mappings,
exhibiting strong dualities with spectral analysis. The performance of the proposed estimators is analyzed using Gaussian mixtures.
Index Terms
Data analytics, canonical correlation analysis, kernel methods, quadratic dependence measures, squared-loss mutual informa-
tion, Gebelein maximal correlation, characteristic function, coherence matrix, information-theoretic learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entropy and mutual information, introduced by Shannon in 1948, are well-known concepts with clear operational significance
in the field of information theory and communications: they establish fundamental limits in data compression and data
transmission [1]. More generally, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (also called relative entropy) is a dissimilarity measure
between distributions, being mutual information just a particular case. In the last decades, researchers have used the concepts
of entropy, mutual information and divergence in a wide class of areas beyond communications, such as data science, machine
learning, neuroscience, economics, biology, language and other experimental sciences. In these areas, the aforementioned
concepts have proven their utility as tools for measuring randomness, dependence and similarity of random phenomena [2],
[3], substituting or working together with the conventional statistical tools of variance and covariance. As a prominent example,
the field of information-theoretic learning [4] cuts across signal processing and machine learning by looking at machine learning
under the umbrella of information theory. This new perspective for knowledge discovering provides guidelines for the design of
nonparametric universal tools for data analytics [5]. Especially, the wish for interpretability and for understanding the learning
process has become a challenging aspect in practical applications of machine learning systems due to their lack of ability
to explain their actions to humans [6]. Although these models exhibit impressive capabilities, the development of tools for
measuring information, which is the main motivation of this paper, can help them in reducing their vulnerability to attacks,
and can provide means for diagnosis in the case of failures.
A. Main contributions, related works and overall organization
By delving into fundamental concepts of information theory and statistical signal processing, this paper aims at developing
insightful tools for measuring meaningful indicators of the amount of information contained in raw data with two main
objectives in mind: endowing the methods with as much interpretability as possible, thus providing insight on the selection
of their free parameters; and leveraging as much as possible classical and consolidated statistical signal processing techniques
based on second-order statistics.
The literature on empirical estimation of information measures and its applications is long, and a guide has been recently
provided in [3]. The main contributions of this work are the following.
1) Providing a fresh view of the squared-loss mutual information surrogate for both discrete and analog sources. Its relation
with other information measures is investigated and contextualized in a unified manner, focusing on the idea of local
approximations.
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2) Linking the problem of estimation of information with the classical problem of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA),
which is used in many fields of statistical signal processing.
3) The proposal of an explicit universal mapping from analog sources to complex steering vectors, leading to a computa-
tionally efficient alternative to kernel-CCA (KCCA) methods and to their mechanism for regularization.
4) Providing interpretability and insight to the problem of estimating information and to its regularization.
5) The proposal of a reduced complexity approximate estimator resorting to the asymptotic behavior of Toeplitz matrices.
Concerning the related works, the presented approach is an extension of the main ideas shortly provided by the authors in [7].
Although the interest on surrogates of entropy, KL divergence and mutual information, such as Re´nyi entropy, Re´nyi divergence,
f -divergence and chi-squared (χ2) divergence has a long and rich history (see [3] and references therein), its use for data
analytics has been particularly focused in [4]. The idea of local approximations of information measures exposed in this paper
is very similar to the linear information coupling approach proposed in [8], [5], which was used there as a tool for developing
insights on otherwise intractable problems in the field of communications. Compared with the kernel-CCA approach [9] that
uses the dual form of the models (kernel trick) -thus precluding its direct use in applications involving large datasets-, the
proposed alternative stays in the primal model, thus gaining intuition and scalability of the overall data processing. Moreover,
in [10] it is suggested that the right choice of mapping function leads to a better representation of the data in the feature
space, enabling to capture as much information as possible with a reduced dimensional mapping. The proposed statistics based
on a Frobenius norm of a coherence matrix is very related to the local test proposed in [11] for Gaussian vectors, with the
difference that our result applies for any kind of data mapped on a specific feature space. The regularization idea based on
Gaussian convolutions is inspired on [12]. Finally, the use of the Szego¨’s theorem exploiting the analogy between a probability
density function and a power spectral density was also explored in [13] for Kullback-Leibler divergence estimation, by using
autoregressive models for the densities.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a unified overview of information theoretic surrogates, providing an
original and fresh description of links among different approaches, and finishing with a short outline of the proposed overall
strategy. Then, Section III focuses on discrete sources and shows the fundamental link between the proposed surrogate and
classical second-order statistics. Once the structure of the problem is unveiled, Section IV moves to the extension to analog
sources along with insightful tools for regularization and complexity reduction. The performance of the proposed estimators
is illustrated by computer simulations in Section V and VI summarizes the main conclusion of this work.
B. Notation
Column vectors: bold-faced lower case letters. Matrices: bold-faced upper case letters. [A]n,m: element at the n-th row and
m-th column of matrix A. [a]n: [a]n,1. [a]: diagonal matrix with diagonal elements [[a]]n,n = [a]n. (.)T : transpose. (.)H :
Hermitian transpose. tr(A): trace. ||.||: Frobenius or Euclidean norm of a vector, matrix or function. |.|: absolute value of a
complex number, or cardinality of a set. A ∈ RN×M : real matrix of dimension N ×M . A ∈ CN×M : complex matrix of
dimension N ×M . a ∈ RN : a ∈ RN×1. a ∈ CN : a ∈ CN×1. R+: set of positive real numbers. x ∼ N (µ,R): x is a real
Gaussian random vector of mean µ and covariance matrix R. x ∼ CN (µ,R): x is a complex Gaussian random vector of
mean µ and covariance matrix R. Ep: statistical expectation operator (Ep[f(x)] =
´
fdP ), where p is the mass function (or
density function for analog variables), and P is the probability measure (or the cumulative distribution function for analog
variables). 〈x(l)〉L = L−1
∑L
l=1 x(l): L-th length sample mean operator. ID: D × D identity matrix. 0D: D × 1 all-zeros
vector. 1D: D× 1 all-ones vector. 1a: indicator function (1a = 1 if a is true, and 1a = 0, otherwise). A1/2: Hermitian square
root matrix of the Hermitian matrix A. A−1/2: Hermitian square root matrix of the Hermitian matrix A−1. aα: element-wise
power of a vector. aTα = (aα)T . Toe(c): Toeplitz-Hermitian matrix constructed from its first column c. : Hadamard product.
∗: convolution operator. δmn: Kronecker delta. dxe: ceiling function.
II. INFORMATION-THEORETIC MEASURES FOR DATA ANALYTICS
Shannon entropy and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence are fundamental quantities in information theory and its applications
[1]. Some surrogates of these quantities have been proposed for data analytics with the goal of simplifying the estimation process.
In this section we provide a unified rationale for the derivation of surrogate information measures (entropy, divergence and
mutual information) in a way as natural as possible, along with more details concerned with the related work, and we finish
with a summary of the key ideas and more concrete goals of this paper. Through all the paper, we will assume that pX(x),
defined on a set X , is either a mass function (for discrete sources) or a square-integrable density function (for continuous
sources) associated to the random variable X .
A. Information potential surrogate
The Shannon entropy (in nats) is defined as
H(pX) = −EpX ln pX(x). (1)
A natural surrogate of Shannon entropy can be obtained by applying the Jensen inequality. In particular, as ln(.) is concave,
we obtain
H(pX) = −Ep ln pX(x) ≥ − lnEpXpX(x) = H2(pX), (2)
with equality if and only if the source is uniform; otherwise, we get an strict inequality (>) as a consequence of the strict
concavity of ln(.). The right-hand term H2(pX) in (2) is just the second-order Re´nyi entropy, whose use for estimation via
kernel methods has been explored in [4]. Second-order Re´nyi entropy can also be expressed as follows:
H2(pX) = − ln (1− S2 (pX)) , (3)
where S2 (pX) is the Tsallis entropy of second-order entropic index given by
S2 (pX) = 1− V2(pX), (4)
being V2(pX) defined as the information potential:
V2(pX) = EpXpX(x) = ‖pX‖2 . (5)
From the fundamental logarithm inequality ln(1 + x) ≤ x we can state that the second-order Tsallis entropy lower bounds the
second-order Re´nyi entropy, that is
H(pX) ≥ H2(pX) ≥ S2 (pX) . (6)
The information potential V2(pX), as defined in (5), is just the squared Euclidean norm of the mass function or density function
of the source, and it admits physical interpretations [4]. In the discrete case, the information potential is also called the collision
probability [14] as it represents the probability that two independent outcomes of the source are equal. In the general case, the
information potential has been used as a natural surrogate of (reversed sign) entropy because no logarithm is involved in its
definition [4]. The information potential admits an estimation procedure from data which is much more natural than trying to
estimate entropy itself. In particular, if one formulates a plug-in estimation method by first estimating the density function via
the Parzen–Rosenblatt window method [15], [16], a final estimator is obtained by resorting to kernel methods [4], [17]. The
information potential has also been proposed in [18] and [19] as a means to obtain robustness to outliers in the estimation of
determinants of covariance matrices. For a review of plug-in methods and other methods for entropy estimation, the reader is
referred to [2].
B. Chi-squared divergence surrogate
Inspired by the above rationale for the derivation of a natural surrogate of entropy, we next proceed with the divergence
concept in a similar way. The KL divergence (in nats) between two probability mass or density functions pX(x) and qX(x),
defined on the same set X , is given by
D (pX ||qX) = EpX ln
pX(x)
qX(x)
. (7)
For continuous random variables, absolute continuity of the densities with respect to each other is assumed, leading to bounded
KL divergence. KL divergence is non-negative, and it is zero if and only if pX(x) = qX(x). A natural surrogate of KL divergence
can be obtained by applying the Jensen inequality to (7). In particular, as ln(.) is concave, we obtain
D (pX ||qX) ≤ lnEpX
pX(x)
qX(x)
= D2 (pX ||qX) , (8)
with equality if and only if pX(x) = qX(x). For pX(x) 6= qX(x), i.e. for non-zero KL divergence, we get an strict inequality
(<) as a consequence of the strict concavity of ln(.). The right-hand term D2 (pX ||qX) is just the second-order Re´nyi divergence
for which some operational characterization have been provided [20]. Re´nyi divergence belongs to the class of f -divergences,
which are useful, for example, in pattern recognition applications to identify independent components [21], as dissimilarity
measures for image registration [22], and for target tracking [23]. Second-order Re´nyi divergence can also be expressed as
follows:
D2 (pX ||qX) = ln
(
1 +Dχ2 (pX ||qX)
)
, (9)
where Dχ2 (pX ||qX) is the Pearson chi-squared divergence given by
Dχ2 (pX ||qX) = EpX
pX(x)
qX(x)
− 1 = EpX
(
pX(x)− qX(x)√
pX(x)qX(x)
)2
=
∥∥∥∥pX − qX√qX
∥∥∥∥2 , (10)
(see Appendix A). From the fundamental logarithm inequality ln(1 + x) ≤ x we can state that the Pearson chi-squared
divergence upper bounds the second-order Re´nyi divergence, that is
D (pX ||qX) ≤ D2 (pX ||qX) ≤ Dχ2 (pX ||qX) , (11)
where the inequalities are strict (<) for non-zero divergence, and they become equality (to zero) if and only if pX(x) = qX(x).
Looking at (11), it is worth noting that both Re´nyi and chi-squared divergences may be infinite even for finite KL divergence.
As an example, we can mention the case of Gaussian pX and qX distributions with the variance of pX being more than twice the
variance of qX (see [20], Eq. (10)). This issue is ignored in this paper because, as the focus is data analytics, the challenging
problem is that of measuring divergence when it is small, as explained later on under the view of local approximations.
Moreover, the empirical estimators will need to be ultimately regularized to cope with the limited data size, as detailed later
on, which will lead to finite estimates for all scenarios.
As D2 is an explicit and monotonic function of Dχ2 given in (9), there is no practical difference between them in terms of
computational complexity from data. For this reason, especially for clarity, we will focus only on the chi-squared divergence
along this paper, having in mind that a tighter upper bound D2 can be obtained from Dχ2 via (9) if it were required for
a particular application. Computing D2 from Dχ2 may also be interesting in order to recover the additivity property of the
obtained divergence measure with respect to independent (i.e. multiplicative) components in either pX(x) or qX(x), because
while KL and Re´nyi divergence satisfy this property, the chi-squared divergence does not. A final consequence of the one-to-one
relationship between Re´nyi and the adopted chi-squared divergence is that the chi-squared divergence inherits the invariance
property of the Re´nyi divergence to nonlinear invertible transformations of the data. This follows from the more general data
processing inequality (see, e.g., [24]).
We propose the use of the chi-squared divergence as defined in (10) as a natural upper bound to the KL divergence that
exhibits significant computational advantages for data analytics. Its main advantage comes from the fact that no logarithm is
involved on the quantity pXdPX/qX that forms the integrand in the proof of (10) (see Appendix A). In any case, the logarithm
is located outside the sum (or integral) if Re´nyi divergence is computed. This fact is what allows the use of second-order
analysis techniques that are well known in statistical signal processing. The price to give entrance to these techniques is the
need of mapping the data onto a high dimensional space, which constitutes the core idea explored in forthcoming sections.
1) Local approximation of KL divergence: The selection of the chi-squared divergence as a natural surrogate of KL
divergence can be further reasoned by means of the following alternative rationale. Consider that pX(x) and qX(x) are
close to each other, that is qX(x) = pX(x) + ∆(x) for some small quantity , where ∆(x) is defined on the set X and
constrained to have null area. Using the Taylor expansion of ln((1 + α)−1) up to the second order, i.e. −α+ α2/2 +O(α3),
we can write the KL divergence in (7) as
D (pX ||pX + ∆) = EpX ln
pX(x)
pX(x) + ∆(x)
= −EpX
[
∆(x)
pX(x)
]
+
1
2
2EpX
[(
∆(x)
pX(x)
)2]
+O(3). (12)
The first term is null since ∆(x) sums up zero, which implies that
D (pX ||pX + ∆) = 1
2
2EpX
[(
∆(x)
pX(x)
)2]
+O(3). (13)
Let us now examine the local behavior of the chi-squared divergence. Using the Taylor expansion of (1 +α)−1 up to the first
order, i.e. 1− α+O(α2), we can write the chi-squared divergence in (10) as
Dχ2 (pX ||pX + ∆) = EpX
(−∆(x))2
pX(x) (pX(x) + ∆(x))
= 2EpX
[(
∆(x)
pX(x)
)2(
1− ∆(x)
pX(x)
+O(2)
)]
= 2EpX
[(
∆(x)
pX(x)
)2]
+O(3). (14)
From (13)&(14), the following fundamental result can be stated:
D (pX ||pX + ∆) = 1
2
Dχ2 (pX ||pX + ∆) +O(), (15)
which means that half of the chi-squared divergence, that is 12Dχ2 , constitutes a local approximation of KL divergence for
close distributions. This observation is important because while Dχ2 upper bounds KL divergence, 12Dχ2 is instead a local
approximation, but not an upper bound. Note finally that, as pointed out in [8], D (pX ||pX + ∆) and D (pX + ∆||pX) are
considered to be equal up to first order approximation, and the same happens for Dχ2 (pX ||pX + ∆) and Dχ2 (pX + ∆||pX).
As a related work, it is worth mentioning that local approximations of the KL divergence have been explored in [8] under the
context of Linear Information Coupling (LIC) problems and Euclidean information theory, motivated by the goal of translating
information theory problems into linear algebra problems, thus avoiding computational and mathematical bottlenecks. Similarly,
the present paper extends this crucial idea to the analog case with the goal of translating the problem of measuring statistical
dependence into much more manageable second-order analysis problems.
C. Squared-loss mutual information surrogate
Mutual information (MI) is an important concept in information theory that quantifies the statistical dependence between
two random sources X and Y , possibly defined on different sets X and Y , respectively. The Shannon MI is defined as the KL
divergence between the joint distribution and the product of the marginal distributions, both defined on the product set X ×Y:
I(X;Y ) = D (pXY ||pXpY ) = EpXY ln
pXY (x, y)
pX(x)pY (y)
. (16)
Following the Jensen inequality upper bound idea examined in the previous subsection, a natural surrogate of mutual information
for data analytics can be defined as follows:
I2(X;Y ) = D2 (pXY ||pXpY ) = lnEpXY
pXY (x, y)
pX(x)pY (y)
. (17)
The definition obtained in (17) is in agreement with the definition of Re´nyi mutual information proposed in [25]. However, it
has to be noted that there are other possible ways to accomplish the generalization from the Re´nyi divergence to Re´nyi mutual
information, most notably those suggested by Arimoto, Csisza´r and Sibson (see [26] for a short review). Other definitions, as
those in [27] and [28], involve a minimization process with respect to the marginals, motivated by operational interpretations.
As a particular case of (9)&(10), the second-order mutual information defined in (17) can be written as
I2(X;Y ) = ln (1 + Is (X;Y )) , (18)
where
Is (X;Y ) = EpXY
pXY (x, y)
pX(x)pY (y)
− 1 = EpXY
(
pXY (x, y)− pX(x)pY (y)√
pXY (x, y)pX(x)pY (y)
)2
=
∥∥∥∥pXY − pXpY√pXpY
∥∥∥∥2 (19)
is the squared-loss mutual information (SMI) introduced in [29] for feature selection, and it is just the Pearson chi-squared
divergence from pXY (x, y) to pX(x)pY (y). It is also worth mentioning that the SMI can also be deduced from the called
normalized cross-covariance operator (see [30], Eq. (9)). In this case, while constructing the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a
covariance operator through kernel methods, the associated explicit kernel-free integral expression corresponds to the SMI.
This alternative way is particularly interesting since establishes a clear link between second-order statistics and the SMI,
provided that the data is mapped onto certain feature spaces, as we will see in the next section. Finally, note from (11) that
I(X;Y ) ≤ I2(X;Y ) ≤ Is(X;Y ), (20)
where the inequalities are strict (<) for dependent sources, and they become equality (to zero) if and only if the sources are
independent.
1) Local approximation of Shannon mutual information: Using the local approximation of the KL divergence described in
(15), if we assume the case of low dependence, that is pXY (x, y) = pX(x)pY (y) + ∆(x, y) for some small quantity , where
∆(x, y) is defined on the set X × Y and constrained to have null area, we can state that
I (X;Y ) =
1
2
Is(X;Y ) +O(), (21)
as a particular case of (15), which means that half of the squared-loss mutual information, that is 12Is, constitutes a local
approximation of Shannon mutual information for low dependence scenarios. Once again, this observation is important because
while Is upper bounds mutual information, 12Is is instead a local approximation, but not an upper bound. As a simple
example, for the case that pXY (x, y) is a bivariate normal density with Pearson coefficient ρ = cov(X,Y )/(σXσY ), we have
I (X;Y ) = −0.5 ln(1− ρ2) and 0.5Is (X;Y ) = 0.5ρ2/(1− ρ2), which are equal up to first order approximation.
2) Other quadratic dependence measures: Among other possibilities, a non-negative dependence measure that satisfies the
requirement of being zero if and only if the sources are independent can also be defined as follows (see [17], Eq. (4)):
ξ(X;Y ) = EpXY
(
pXY (x, y)− pX(x)pY (y)√
pX,Y (x, y)
)2
= ‖pXY − pXpY ‖2 . (22)
Although this measure looks simpler, as it becomes the squared norm of a difference of densities, it lacks connection with
Shannon mutual information, since nor inequalities nor local behavior can be stated in the way that have been established in
(21) for the squared-loss mutual information measure Is (X;Y ) defined in (19).
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2) Other quadratic dependence measures: As a related
work, note that other quadratic measures of dependence mea-
sures have been defined. For example (see [18], Eq. (4)), a
non-negative dependence measure that fulfills the requirement
of being zero if and only if the sources are independent is
defined as
⇠(X;Y ) = EpXY
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pX,Y (x, y)
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= kpX,Y   pXpY k22 . (22)
Although this measure looks simpler, as it becomes the
squared norm of a difference of densities, it lacks connection
with Shannon mutual information, since nor inequalities nor
local behavior can be stated in the way that have been
established for the squared-loss mutual information measure
Is (X;Y ) defined in (19).
D. Sumary of the key idea
After the short review and unified rationale presented above,
we can summarize the goal of this paper. We have derived
the surrogates (10) and (19) for divergence and mutual in-
formation, respectively, which share the following important
properties:
1) The surrogates are upper bounds of information theoretic
measures of well-known operational meaning, namely
Kullback-Leibler divergence and Shannon mutual infor-
mation. By being upper bounds, we make sure that rele-
vant information will not be lost by using the surrogates
for data analytics.
2) The half magnitude of the surrogates are local approx-
imations of meaningful information measures, which
implies closed distributions for the divergence case, and
low-dependence regime for the mutual information case.
The local approximation assures that in the critical and
interesting cases of measuring small information, the
magnitude measured has full meaning.
3) The surrogates can be expressed as a second order
moment, that is, as the expectation of the squared of
a random variable involving simply a ratio of densities
without any logarithm. This implies that, by designing
adequate pre-conditioning of the data, classical second
order analysis techniques should be enough for estimat-
ing information.
The purpose of what follows is to propose a universal mapping
strategy from the data onto a high dimensional feature space,
such that the information can be extracted from that space by
standard second order signal processing techniques.
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III. SECOND ORDER STATISTIC ON THE SIMPLEX FEATURE
SPACE
IV. SECOND ORDER STATISTIC ON THE CHARACTERISTIC
FEATURE SPACE
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Is (X;Y ) defined in (19).
D. Sumary of the key idea
After the short review and unified rationale presented above,
we can summarize the goal of this paper. We have derived
the surrogates (10) and (19) for divergence and mutual in-
formation, respectively, which share the following i portant
properties:
1) The surrogates are upper bounds of informati n theoretic
measures of well-known operational meaning, namely
Kullback-Leibler divergence and Shannon mutual infor-
mation. By being upper bounds, we make sure that rele-
vant information will not be lost by using the surrogates
for data analytics.
2) The half magnitude of the surrogates are local approx-
imations of meaningful information measures, which
implies closed distributions for the divergence case, and
low-dependence regime for the mutual information case.
The local approximation assures that in the critical and
interesting cases of measuring small information, the
magnitude measured has full meaning.
3) The surrogates can be expressed as a second order
moment, that is, as the expectation of the squared of
a random variable involving simply a ratio of densities
without any logarithm. This implies that, by designing
adequate pre-conditioning of the data, classical second
order analysis techniques should be enough for estimat-
ing information.
The purpose of what follows is to propose a universal mapping
strategy from the data onto a high dimensional feature space,
such that the information can be extracted from that space by
standard second order signal processing techniques.
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2) Other quadratic dependence mea ures: As a r lated
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed data analytics strategy.
D. Summary of the key idea
After the short review and unified rational presented above, we ca summarize the goal of this paper. We have derived the
surrogates (10) and (19) for divergence and mutual information, respectively, which share the following important properties.
1) The surrogates are upper bounds of information theoretic measures of well-known operational meaning, namely Kullback-
Leibler divergence and Shannon mutual information. By being upper bounds, we make sure that relevant information
will not be lost by using the surrogates for data analytics.
2) Half of the magnitudes measured by the surrogates are local approximations of meaningful information measures, which
implies that they adopt meaningful values for the critical scenarios of close distributions for the divergence case, and
small dependence regime for the mutual information case. Thus, the good local approximation property of the surrogates
ensures that, in the challenging and interesting cases of measuring small information, the magnitude measured has full
meaning. This behavior is lost by other quadratic measures of information.
3) The surrogates can be expressed as a second-order moment, that is, as the expectation of the squared of a random variable
involving solely a ratio of densities without any logarithm. The implication is that, by designing adequate pre-conditioning
of the data, classical second-order analysis techniques should be enough for estimating information.
The purpose of what follows is to propose a universal mapping strategy from the data onto a high dimensional feature space,
such that the information can be extracted from that space by standard second-order signal processing techniques. The ultimate
goal is to provide a rationale for the two-step data analytics strategy depicted in Fig. 1. Basically, the purpose of the first
stage is to analyze complex dependencies between two data sources by first mapping L samples of the bivariate data onto a
high-dimensional space defined on the complex field. The dimension N should be high enough to make sure that the maximum
amount of complex associations potentially present on the data are captured, but it should be sufficiently small to provide
reasonable computational complexity as well as regularization capabilities. After that, the second stage is based on second-
order analysis techniques focused on describing linear dependencies between sets of variables. For instance, CCA ensures the
previous statement and is a well known technique in the statistical signal processing field.
III. DISCRETE SOURCES: SECOND-ORDER STATISTICS ON THE SIMPLEX FEATURE SPACE
We first focus our attention on discrete sources since the key bridge to relate information with second-order statistics emerges
more clearly in this case. Later, we will leverage this idea in order to smoothly generalize the concept to the more challenging
case of analog sources.
Consider that X and Y are discrete random variables with alphabets X = {xn}n=1,2,...,N and Y = {ym}m=1,2,...,M ,
respectively. Let us define the marginal probability column vectors p˜ ∈ RN+ and q˜ ∈ RM+ as [p˜]n = Pr{X = xn} = pX(xn)
for n = 1, 2, . . . , N and [q˜]m = Pr{Y = ym} = pY (ym) for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Similarly, we define the joint probability
matrix J˜ ∈ RN×M+ as [J˜]n,m = Pr{X = xn;Y = ym} = pXY (xn, ym). Then, the SMI defined in (19) can be expressed as
follows:
Is (X;Y ) =
N∑
n=1
M∑
m=1
[C˜]2n,m = tr(C˜
T C˜) = ||C˜||2, (23)
where
C˜ = [p˜]−1/2(J˜− p˜q˜T )[q˜]−1/2. (24)
Matrix C˜ ∈ RN×M+ in (24) will be referred to as coherence matrix for the reasons explained later on, particularly due to its
intimate link with the well known CCA tool in statistical signal processing. Moreover, the form of this matrix is encountered
as well in the areas of information theory under the context of Linear Information Coupling (LIC) problems and Hirschfeld-
Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation concept. As (24) contains the key ideas explored in this paper, we next provide
an overview of these links along with new statements from known notions, all concerned with the problem of estimating
information.
A. Relation to Linear Information Coupling (LIC) problems
Matrix C˜ in (24) can be expressed as follows:
C˜ =
(
B− q˜1/2p˜T/2
)T
, (25)
where
B = [q˜]−1/2J˜T [p˜]−1/2. (26)
To provide an interpretation of (26), consider that the source Y is the output of a discrete memory-less channel whose input is
X . Let W ∈ RM×N+ be the channel transition matrix defined by the conditional probabilities of the outputs given the inputs,
that is,
[W]m,n = Pr(Y = ym|X = xn). (27)
We can then write the elements of the joint mass function as [J˜]n,m = Pr(Y = ym|X = xn) Pr(X = xn) or, more compactly,
J˜T = W[p˜]. (28)
Using (28) in (26) we can write
B = [q˜]−1/2W[p˜]1/2. (29)
This matrix is called the divergence transition matrix (DTM) of a discrete channel [31], [8], and it plays a fundamental role
as a tool for translating information theory problems into linear algebra problems. Similarly with the approach followed in
this paper, the linear algebra in LIC problems arises as well as result of a local approximation of the KL divergence, and
provides rich insights, guidelines and geometrical interpretations in classical optimization problems encountered in the field
of communications. In particular, it can be easily shown that the maximum singular value of the DTM is σ1 = σmax(B) = 1,
corresponding to right and left singular vectors p˜1/2 and q˜1/2, respectively, [8]. In fact, it is its second largest singular value
(σ2 = σsmax(B)), along with the corresponding right and left singular vectors (vs(B) and us(B)), those that become useful and
insightful for the optimization problems explored using the LIC approach. As a connection, the following theorem establishes
the physical meaning of σsmax(B), vs(B) and us(B) within the framework of this paper, namely the measure of statistical
dependence:
Theorem 1. Let {λi}i=1:min(N,M) be the singular values of the coherence matrix C˜ in (24). Then: i) the minimum singular
value is zero; ii) the largest singular value is equal to the second largest singular value of the divergence transition matrix in
(29); iii) the squared-loss mutual information in (23) is upper bounded by min(N,M)− 1.
Proof: According to the mentioned properties of matrix B, we can write its SVD as follows:
B = q˜1/2p˜T/2 + σsmaxusmaxv
T
smax +
min(N,M)∑
i=3
σiuiv
T
i . (30)
Now, from the expression in (25), it is clear that the SVD of matrix C˜ is:
C˜ = σsmaxusmaxv
T
smax +
min(N,M)−1∑
i=2
λiui+1v
T
i+1, (31)
where σsmax(B) = λmax(C˜). In short, we find that the second largest singular value of the divergence transition matrix (a
fundamental quantity in LIC problems) is equal to the largest singular value of the coherence matrix (a fundamental quantity
in measuring statistical dependence). Finally, as the eigenvalues of matrix C˜T C˜ are the squared modulus of the singular values
of C˜, which are all smaller than 1 and the minimum is 0, we obtain the stated upper bound on the SMI.
B. Relation to Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
The above matrix C˜ in (24) has the form of a coherence matrix and, therefore, it turns out that the squared-loss mutual
information Is (X;Y ) can be directly related with the standard CCA method [32]. This connection of ideas is relevant since
CCA is an important tool applied in many fields of signal processing and machine learning, so it should not be surprising if,
eventually, that notion becomes fundamental as well for the problem of estimating information. Interestingly, the connection
with CCA that will be unveiled in the sequel is a direct consequence of the fact that no logarithm is present in the definition
of the squared-loss mutual information surrogate proposed in this paper.
To see that bridge, let us try to express matrix C˜ as a function of second-order statistics computed from the available
data consisting of a sequence of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} ∈ X × Y for l = 1, 2, . . . L. Let ˆ˜p, ˆ˜q and ˆ˜J be estimates of the
marginal and joint mass functions. From (23)&(24), we define a plug-in estimator of the SMI as Iˆs (X;Y ) = || ˆ˜C||2F , where
ˆ˜C = [ˆ˜p]−1/2(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )[ˆ˜q]−1/2. Let us define the full-rank 1 data matrices Dx (N × L) and Dy (M × L) as follows:
[Dx]n,l = 1x(l)=xn , [Dy]n,l = 1y(l)=ym . (32)
These data matrices are the result of a one-to-one mapping process from the elements of the sources to the canonical basis of
dimension equal to the set cardinality. Clearly, the mass function estimates required by the plug-in estimator of SMI can be
computed through first and second-order statistics as follows:
ˆ˜p =
1
L
Dx1, ˆ˜q =
1
L
Dy1,
[ˆ˜p] =
1
L
DxD
H
x , [ˆ˜q] =
1
L
DyD
H
y ,
ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT = 1
L
DxP
⊥
1D
H
y , (33)
where P⊥1 = I − 11T /L is the projection matrix onto the orthogonal space spanned by 1. As a result, the mass function
estimates required in the computation of the SMI are just the two sample mean vectors, the two autocorrelation matrices and
the cross-covariance matrix. The following theorem introduces a preliminary link with CCA:
Theorem 2. Preliminary link SMI-CCA: Let X ∈ CN×L and Y ∈ CM×L be data matrices obtained as X = FDx and
Y = GDy , respectively, where F ∈ CN×N and G ∈ CM×M are full-rank mapping matrices (code-books). The estimated
squared-loss mutual information based on a plug-in estimator is given by the Frobenius norm of a sample coherence matrix,
that is:
||Cˆ||2 = Iˆs (X;Y ) , (34)
where
Cˆ = Rˆ−1/2x CˆxyRˆ
−1/2
y , (35)
being Rˆx = XXH/L and Rˆy = YYH/L the sample autocorrelation matrices and Cˆxy = XP⊥1Y
H/L the sample cross-
covariance matrix. In particular, a sufficient condition for (34) is that F = IN and G = IM , which implies mapping the data
onto the orthonormal canonical basis.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Although Thm. 2 sets the link between the SMI surrogate and second-order statistics, matrix Cˆ in (35) is not (apparently) a
coherence matrix as that required by CCA, because autocorrelation instead of covariances are involved. However, the following
theorem establishes the full link with CCA:
Theorem 3. Full link SMI-CCA: Let X ∈ CN ′×L (N ′ < N ) and Y ∈ CM ′×L (M ′ < M ) be data matrices obtained as
X = FDx and Y = GDy , respectively, where F ∈ CN ′×N and G ∈ CM ′×M are full-rank mapping matrices (code-books).
Let us define the small-size sample coherence matrix as
CˆN ′,M ′ = Cˆ
−1/2
x CˆxyCˆ
−1/2
y , (36)
being Cˆx = XP⊥1X
H/L and Cˆy = YP⊥1Y
H/L the sample covariance matrices and Cˆxy = XP⊥1Y
H/L the sample
cross-covariance matrix. Then:
||CˆN ′,M ′ ||2 ≤ Iˆs (X;Y ) . (37)
In particular, a sufficient condition for the equality in (37) is that N ′ = N − 1, M ′ = M − 1 and that the columns of F and
G are given by the (N − 1)-simplex and by the (M − 1)-simplex, respectively.
Remark 1. As a result of Thm. 3, we conclude that the coherence matrix required for estimating the SMI through its
Frobenius norm can be estimated either by (35) or (36), provided that the Moore-Penrose inverse is generally used to cope
with the rank-deficient case [33].
Proof: See Appendix C.
The physical meaning of matrices F and G in both Thms. 2 and 3 is that their columns contain the vectors to which the
events of sources X and Y are mapped, respectively. The implication of Thm. 3 is that, as CˆN−1,M−1 in (36) is just the
1The data matrices are assumed full-rank for clarity, implying that L is sufficiently large such that (xn, ym) ∈ {x(l), y(l)}l=1:L for all n = 1 : N and
= 1 : M . Note that [ˆ˜p] and [ˆ˜q] are therefore invertible under this assumption. The issue of rank-deficient data matrices will be specifically addressed later
on.
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the sources X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has been
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors containing
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum singular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus becoming more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutual information,
by testing discrete memory-less channels generated randomly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependence regime,
in the sense of its much smaller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represent the maximum loss of information with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we have seen the necessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dimensional mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-known in machine learning and
it becomes the main motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has been
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of computing the
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[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a s quence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obt in the p irs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating t e HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum singular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-zero singular
values of th coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly s en
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus becoming more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measur s of infor tion
in what concerns to t ir relation with mutual information,
by testing discrete memory-less ch nnels generated randomly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small depend n e r gim ,
in the sense of its much smaller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represent the maximum loss of information with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we have seen the n cessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spa ning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dimensio al mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-known in machine learning and
it bec mes the main motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (10)
Defining PX as the probability measure, we have
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as writte in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the sources X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has been
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors containing
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum singular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus becoming more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutual information,
by testing discrete memory-less channels generated randomly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependence regime,
in the sense of its much smaller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensit vity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represent the maximum loss of information with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we have seen the necessity of mapping the ev nt of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardinality. Analog ources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dimensional mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-known in machine learning and
it becomes the main motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the sources X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f( )   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has bee
recently proposed as a practical an ore relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of secu ity a d privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem f computing the
HGR ma imal correlation coefficien can be refor ulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors containing
the reals to which the vents of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, tha is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(x ) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating th HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum singular
value of the empirical cohere ce matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is ithin the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value f the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus beco ing more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the obs rved data. To illustrate these
id as, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in what concerns to the r relation with mutual information,
by tes ing discrete me o y-less channels generated randomly.
It is seen that, in con r st with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consiste t behavior at the small dependence regime,
in the s nse of its much small r dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much les sensitivity to
the alphabet siz of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the pres nted unified vision, the HGR m ximal corr l ion
coeffici n can be een as an extreme case of (badly) measur g
the SMI by mapping the sour es to re ls (or a dimension
spanned by mapping equal to 1) inst ad of mapping them
ont linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represe t the maximum loss of i formatio with respect o the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI s ro ate of mutual informa-
tion, we have see the n cessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to th source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infi ite dime sional mapping is in pri ci le
required in that case in order t ssure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-known in machine learning and
it becomes the main motivation for the use of k rnel m th ds.
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Defining PX as the probability measure, we have
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pX(x)  qX(x)p
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, (42)
as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary ata can be m pped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the sources X and Y , r spectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelei -Re´ yi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
Ep f2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. N te that ⇢(X; ) re resents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained fter mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has b en
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant s r gate
of mutual inform tion in th field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal correlation c efficie t can be ref rmulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors c ntaining
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are m pped,
respectively, that is [u] = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length amples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the probl m of
estimating the HGR maxim l correlation coefficient can b
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
wh se solution is simply giv n by the maximum singular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the conn ction of ideas: while the HGR m asure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the rang 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 is given by
the maximum singular value f th coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potential y non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part from t e best singl mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to ca onical coordinat s of the
coherence, thus becoming m re sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed d ta. To illustrate these
idea , Fig. (3) compares t e two mea ures of i formation
in what conc ns to their relation wit mutual information,
by testing discrete memory-less channels generated randomly.
It is s en that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits consistent behavior at th s ll dependence regime,
in the sense of its much smaller dispersion arou d the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted tha , under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maxim l corre ation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sourc s t reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1 instead of ma ping them
onto linearly independ nt vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represent the maximum loss of informa ion with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate mutual inf rma-
tion, we have seen the neces ity of mappi g the vents of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardin lity. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dim nsional m pping is i principle
required in that case in ord r to assure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-k own in chi e le rning and
it becomes the main motivation for the use of kernel m thods.
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as written in (10).
id a will take a fundamental role in the pr cess of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figur () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1- imen ional p ints in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dime sional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the sources X and Y , respe tively.
The Hirschfeld-G belei -Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources t reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numer us applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has been
recently proposed as practical and more relevant surrogate
of mu ual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With the introd ced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal corr lation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors con aining
the reals to which the vents of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the pr blem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum si gular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the conn ction of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence atrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI i instead giv n
by the sum of the sq ares of all potentially non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals e SMI
l oks as well to other mappings to canonical co rdinates of the
coherence, thus becomi g more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these
id , Fig. (3) co pares the two measures of informa ion
in what concerns to their relation with mutual i formation,
by testi g discrete memory-less channels generated ra domly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependence regime,
in the sense of its much smaller d spersion around the ratio of
1 with twice he true MI, as well as its much less sitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted hat, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correl tion
oefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mappi g the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping the
on o lin a ly inde e ent vectors or onto th simplex, and it
represent t e maxi um loss of information with respect to the
true MI.
IV. AN LOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order t measu e the SMI surrogate f mutual informa-
tion, we have seen the necessi y of mapping the ev nts of a
ource on a v ctorial space spanning a nimum dimension
equal to th source cardinality. A alog sources are of infinite
di ens on, o a infini dimensional mapping is i pri ciple
requi ed i that case in order to assu th t no inf r atio
will be lost. Th s dea is well-known in ma hine learning and
i bec mes the main motivation for the use f kernel meth ds.
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as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensi nal points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R nd g : Y ! R be
scalar representation of the sources X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maxi al correlation
between sources X and Y is defin d s [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
Ep Y [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f
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(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has b en
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual i for ation in th field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of c mputing t e
HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. L t u 2 RN an v 2 RM be the vect rs contai ing
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are ma ped,
respectively, t at is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain th pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum singular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherenc trix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of th squares of all potentially non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is cle rly seen
that, a part from the es single mapping to reals, th SMI
looks as well to other appings to c nonical coordinates of the
coherence, thu becoming mor sensitive to complex hidden
relationships betwe n the obs rved data. To illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutual information,
by testing discrete memory-less channels generated randomly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dep ndence regime,
in the se se of its much maller dispersi around the ratio f
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the source to reals (or a di e sion
spanned by the mapping equal t 1) instead f mapping them
onto linearly indep nde t vector or onto the si plex, nd it
represent the maximum loss of informati with respect to th
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tio , we have see the necessity of apping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimensio , s an infinit imensional mapping is in principle
required i that c s in order to assure that no i formation
will be l st. This idea is well-known in machine learning and
it becomes the main motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (10)
Defi ing PX a the probability measure, we have
D 2 (pX ||qX) =
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pX(x)  qX(x)p
pX(x)qX(x)
!2
, (42)
as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be m pped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapp d to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5,  3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with anothe im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the so rces X nd Y , respectively.
The Hirschfe d-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlati n
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR m ximal correlation
has found numerous pplications in information theory an
statistics (see [23] and refer nce therein) and it has been
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of securit and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the pr blem of computing the
HGR maximal correlation co fficien can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN nd v 2 RM b the vectors conta ning
the r ls to which the event of sources X and Y are mapped,
r spectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) f = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, fr m a s qu nce
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain th pairs f L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. W th them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maxi a correla io co fficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by th maximum singular
value of the empirical coh rence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), th SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all poten ally non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Ther fore, t is clearly se n
that, a p t from the best single mappi g to re l , th SMI
looks s well to other mapp ngs to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus b coming mor nsitive to co pl x hidd n
relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two easur s of inform tion
in what concerns to ir re ation ith mutual information,
by testing discrete memory-less channels g ne ated randomly.
It is se n th , in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the mall dependen e regime,
in sense of its much sm er di per ion rou d the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extrem case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals ( r a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping th m
onto linearly ind pendent vectors or o o t simpl x, and it
repres nt the imum loss of informatio with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In o der to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we have seen the necessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dimensional ma ing is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-kn w i machine learning and
it becomes the m in motivation for t e use of kernel m thods.
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Defining PX as the probability measure, we have
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pX(x)  qX(x)p
pX(x)qX(x)
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, (42)
as written in (10).
idea ill take a funda ental role in the pr cess of leveraging
all these notions to the analog cas . Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be apped to 1-di en ional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be apped to 2-di ensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5, 3/2], [ 0.5, 3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the S I easure can be linked ith another i -
portant notion. et f : and g : be
scalar representations of the sources and , respe tively.
he irschfeld- ebelein- e´nyi ( ) axi al correlation
bet een sources and is defined as [22]:
⇢( ; ) ax
f, g : pXf pY g 0,
pXf
2
pY g
2 1
pXY [f( )g( )]
ax
f,g
fg
2
f
2
g
(40)
here fg pXY [(f( ) pX (f( ))(g( ) pY (g(y))],
2
f pX [(f( ) pX (f( ))
2)] and 2g pY [(g( )
pY (g( ))
2)]. ote that ⇢( ; ) represents the axi al
Pearson coefficient that can be obtai ed fter appi g the
events of the sources t reals. he xi al correlation
has found nu erous ap licati ns in infor ation theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has b en
recently proposed as a practical and ore relevant surrogate
of utual infor ation in the field of security and privacy [24].
ith the introduced notation, the proble of co puting the
axi al correlation coeffici t can be r for ulated as
follo s. et and be the vectors containing
the reals to hich the events of sources and are apped,
respectively, that is [ ]n f( n) for 1 : and
[ ] g( ) f r 1 : . hen, fro a sequence
of i.i.d. pairs { (l), y(l)} e obtain the pairs of -th
length sa ples { x, y}. ith the , the pr ble of
esti ating the axi al correlation co fficient can be
cast as follo s:
⇢ˆ( ; ) ax
u,v
ˆ
ˆ ˆ
(41)
hose solution is si ply given the axi u si ular
value of the e pirical coherence atrix ˆ . his establishes
the connection of ideas: hile the easure ⇢ˆ( ; )
is ithin the range 0 ⇢ˆ( ; ) 1 and is given by
the axi u sin ular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ( ; ) ˆ max( ˆ ) ˆmax( ˆ ) ), the S I is instead giv n
by the su of the squares of all pot ntially non-zer sin ular
values of the coherence atrix. herefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part fro the best single apping to reals, t S I
looks as ell to other appings to canonical co rdi ates of the
coherence, thus beco ing ore s ns tive to co plex hidden
relationships bet een the observed data. o illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) co pares the t o easures of infor ation
in hat concerns to their relation ith utual i for ation,
by testing discrete e ory-less channels generated rando ly.
It is seen that, in contrast ith the easure, the S I
exhibits a consistent behavior at the s all dependence regi e,
in the sense of its uch s aller dispersion around the ratio of
1 ith t ice the rue I, as ell as i s uch ess sitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vis on, the axi al correl tion
coefficient can be seen as an extre e case of (badly) easuring
the S I by apping the sources to reals (or a di e sion
spanned by the apping equal to 1) instead of apping the
nto linearly independent vectors or onto th si plex, and it
represent the axi u loss of infor ation ith respect to the
true I.
I . L S RCES: SEC R ER ST TISTICS
T E C R CTERISTIC FE T RE SP CE
In order t easure the S I surrogate f utual infor a-
tion, e have seen the necessity of apping the ev nts of
source on a vectorial space spanning a i i u di ensio
equal to the source cardinality. alog sources are of infinite
di ension, so an infinite di ensional apping is in ri ciple
required i that case in order to assure that no informatio
ill be lost. his idea is ell-kno n in achine learning and
it beco es the ain otivation for the use f kernel ethods.
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as ritten in (10).
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idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
p rt nt notio . Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! be
scalar representations of the sourc s X and Y , r spectivel .
The Hirschf ld-Gebelein-Re´ yi (HGR) maximal correlat
between sources X and Y is d fin d as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [( (x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   pX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applica ions in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) a d it ha be
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant sur ogate
of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With th introduced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal c rrel tion co fficient can be re ormul ed s
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM b the vectors contai ing
the reals to wh ch the events of sources X and Y are app d,
resp ctively, t at is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N nd
[v] = (xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, fr m a equence
of L i.i.d. p irs {x(l), y(l)} we obt in the a rs of L-th
length sa ple {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the proble of
estimating the HGR maximal c rrelation co fficient ca be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = m x
u,v
uHCˆv
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41
hose solu ion is imply given by the maximum singular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. Th s e tablishes
the connecti n of ideas: while the HGR me ure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-zero singular
valu s of the coherence mat ix. Therefore, it is clearly se n
that, a part from the best single mapping t r als, the SMI
looks as well to oth r mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus becoming more sensitive to omple hidden
relati nships between the observed data. To illustrate these
deas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of infor ation
in what concerns to their relation with mutu l information,
by testing discrete memory-less channels generated randomly.
It is see that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent b havior at the small depend nce regime,
in the sense f its much s aller dispersion arou d the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
repr e t the maximum loss f information wi res ect to the
t ue MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure th SMI surr gate of mutu informa-
ion, we have seen the necessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the sourc rdinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so infinite dimensional mapping is in principle
required i that case in ord r to assure that no information
will b lost. This idea is well-known in machine lea ning and
it beco s the ma n motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (10)
Defining PX as the probability measure, we have
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pX   qXp
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pX(x)  q (x)p
pX(x)qX(x)
!2
, (42)
a written in (10).
idea will take a fundam ntal ro in the proc s f lever ging
all these notions to the an og case. Figure () illustrates the
c c pt: binary data can be apped to 1-dimensional poi ts in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data ca be mapp d to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, th SMI measur can b linked with another im-
portant notion. L t f : X ! R and g : ! R be
scalar representations of the sourc s X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
pXf
2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
wh re   g = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
f X [ f( ) EpX (f(x))2)] nd  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Not that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pears n coefficient th t can be obtained after mapping the
event of th sources to reals. Th HGR maximal correlatio
has ound num rou p li ations in information theo y and
statistics (see [23] and refer ce th rein) it has been
rec ntly prop sed as practical and more relevant surrogat
of mutual information in the field of se urity and p ivacy [24].
With the in r du ed notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maxim l orrelation coe ficient can be refor ulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors containi g
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pa rs of L-th
l ngth sample {uHDx,vHDy}. With the , the problem of
estimating the HGR maxi al correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
HCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whos soluti is simply giv n by the maxim m singular
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
connec on f ideas: w le the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ X;Y )  1 and is given by
t maxi um singular value of th coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆm x(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead giv
b he sum of the squar of al potentially non-zero singular
values of the coh rence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to o r mapping to canonical coordinates of th
coherence, thus b coming more sensitive to c mplex hidde
relationships betwe n the observed data. To illustrate these
id as, Fi . (3) co pares th two m asures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutu l information,
by t sting discre memory-less c annels generated randomly.
It is se that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a onsistent behavior at the small dependence regime,
in the sense of its much maller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twic the tru MI, as well as its m ch less sens ivity to
th alphabet size of the ourc s. It should be noted that, under
presented un fied vision, the HGR m ximal correlat
coefficient can be seen as an extreme ca e of (b dly) measuring
the SMI by map ing the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of map ing them
onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represent the maximum loss of information with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrog te of tual informa-
tio , w have seen the necessity of mapping the vents of a
source on a v ctorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the sour e cardinality. An log sources are of infinite
dimension, so an nfinite dimensional mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no information
will b lost. This id a is well-known in machine learning and
it becom s th main motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (10)
D fining PX as the probability measure, we have
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pX(x)  qX(x)p
pX(x)qX(x)
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, (42)
as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can b mapped t 1-dimensional points i
t e set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar represent tions of the sources X and , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal cor elation
between sources X nd Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = pY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] a d  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) r pres nts th maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after map ing t
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal orrelation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has been
recently proposed a a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of ecurity and privacy [24].
With the introduced notat on, the problem of co puting the
HGR maximal correla ion coefficient can be reformula ed as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors cont ini g
the reals to which the events f sources X and Y are apped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i. .d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the p irs of L-th
length amples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
esti ating the HGR maximal correlation co ffici nt can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ( ;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum si gu ar
value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connection of ideas: while th HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is wit in th range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 a d is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax Cˆ) ), the SMI is inst ad given
by the sum of the squares of all potenti lly non-zer singula
values f the coherence matrix. Therefor , it is clearly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinat s of the
co rence, thus becomi g more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed data. To i lustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutual information,
by testing discrete memory-less channels generated randomly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependence regime,
in the sense of its much smaller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with wic the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of th sources. It sho ld be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by apping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
r present the maximum loss of information with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual i forma-
tion, we have seen th necessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial s ace spanning a minimum dimension
equal to th source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dimensional mapping is in principle
required in that case in der t assure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-known in machine learning and
it b comes the mai motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveragin
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensi nal p ints in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5, 3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} a d so
on.
Finally, th SMI m asur ca be linked with another im-
p rtant otion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R b
scal r repr sentations of the s rces X and Y , respectively.
The H rschfeld-Geb lei -Re´ny (HGR) maximal cor lation
betwe n sources X and Y i defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
2
f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [( (x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maxim l
Pearson coeffici t th t n be btained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR ximal c rrel tion
has found numerous applications in inform tio theory and
statistics (see [23] and ref rence therein) and it has been
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant sur og te
of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced nota ion, the problem of computing
HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors containing
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) or n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obt in t pair of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆ
p
HCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum s ngular
value of the empirical coherence ma rix Cˆ. This establis s
the connection of ideas: while the HGR easure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-zer singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus becoming more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed data. To illu trate th se
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutual i forma ion,
by testing discrete memory-less channels gen rated randomly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependence regime,
in the sense of its much smaller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twice th t ue MI, as well s ts much less se sitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted th t, u der
the presented u fied vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coeffic ent can be seen as an extreme case f (badl ) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to rea (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) inst ad of mapping them
onto linearly independent vectors or on th implex, and it
represe t he maximum loss of i formati n with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we have seen the necessity of mapping the eve ts of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimensio
equal to the source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dimensional mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no information
will be lost. This idea is well-known in machine learning and
it becomes the main motivation for the use of kernel methods.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (10)
Defining PX as the probability measure, we have
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pX(x)  qX(x)
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as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the sources X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defi ed as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX ( (x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obta ned after mapp g the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has been
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors containing
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by th maximum singular
value of the mpiri al c h rence matrix Cˆ. This stablishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR me sure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is w thin the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is gi en by
th maximum singular value of the coher nce matrix (i.e
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all potential y non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is clearly se n
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to ot er mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coher nce, thus becoming more sensitive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutu l information,
by testing discrete memory-less channel generated randomly.
It is seen that, in contrast wit the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependen e regime,
in the sense f its much smaller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represent the maximum loss of information with respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we have seen the necessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinite dimensional mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that n information
will be lost. This idea i well-k own in m chine le rning and
i becomes t e mai motivation for the use of kern l methods.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (10)
Defini g PX as the probability m asure, we have
D 2 (pX ||qX) =
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pX(x)  qX(x)p
pX(x)qX(x)
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, (42)
s written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in th process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: b nary data ca be mapp d to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can b mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can b linked with a other im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scal r repres ntations of t sources X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´ yi (HGR) maximal correlation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represent the maximal
Pearson co fficie t that can be obtained after mappi g the
events of the s urces to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has found numerous applications in infor tion theory and
stat stics (see [23] and reference therein) a d it has be n
recently proposed as a practical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors c ntaining
the reals to which the events of sources X and are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating th HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum singular
value of t e mpi al c h rence matrix Cˆ. This establi hes
the c nnection of ideas: while the HGR me sure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is w thi the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and s giv n by
th maximu singular value of the cohe nce mat ix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead giv n
by th sum of the squ es of all potential y non-ze o singular
valu s of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is c early se n
that, a part from the best single mapping t r als, the SMI
looks as well to ot er mappings to canonical coo din tes of the
coher n e, thus becoming more sensitive t complex hidden
rel tio ships be een the observed data. To illustr te these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two measures of information
in wha concerns to their relati n ith mutual inf rmation,
by esting disc ete memory-less channels generated ra domly.
It i seen that, in contrast with the HGR m asure, the SMI
xhibits a co sistent behavior at the mall depend nce regime,
in the sense of its much s ler dispersio around the ratio of
1 wit twice the rue MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphab t size of th sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
co fficient can b seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represen th maximum loss of information with respect to t e
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we hav seen the necessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an i fi it dimension l mapping is in principle
required in that case i order to assure that no inf rmati n
will be l st. This ide is well-known in achin learning and
it b c mes th ain m ivati for the use of k rnel methods.
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D fining PX as the probability measur , we have
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as writ en in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be apped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the s urces X and Y , respectively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal correlation
bet een sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note th t ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficien th t can be obtained after mapping
events of the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
has foun numerous applications in information theo y and
statistics (see [23] and reference th rei ) and it has b n
recently pr posed as practical d more r l vant surrogate
of mutual information in the fi ld of s curity and privacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the p oble of computing the
HGR aximal correlation coefficie t can be reformu ated as
follo s. Let 2 RN and v 2 RM be th vector containing
the reals to which the events of sources X an Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . hen, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs { (l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cas as follows:
⇢ˆ X;Y ) = ax
,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41
w o e sol tion is s mply given by the maximum singular
valu of the mp r al c h r c matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the connec i n of ideas: while the HGR measure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within he range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 nd is given by
th maximum sin ular value of t c herence matri (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead given
by the sum of the squares of all poten ially non-zero singular
valu s o the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is cl arly seen
that, part from the best singl apping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinates of the
coherence, thus becoming more s nsitive t complex hidden
relationships between the served data. To illustrate t se
id as, Fig. (3) co pare the tw mea ures f information
in what concerns to their relation w th mutu l informatio ,
by testing disc te memory-less channels generated r ndomly.
It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR m sure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent b havior at the mall dependence r gime,
in the ense of its much smaller di persion around the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spanned by the mapping equal to 1) i tead of mapping them
ont lin arly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
represent the maximum loss of information w th respect to the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOU CES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure th SMI s rrogate of mutual informa-
tion, w ave s en the necessity of mapping the events f a
ource on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to the s u ce cardin lity. A al g sources are of infinite
dimensio , so an infinite dime sional mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no information
will e lost. This idea is well-known i machin learning and
it b comes the main m tivation for the us of kernel methods.
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Defining PX as the probability measure, we have
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as written in (10).
idea will take fu d me tal role i the process of leveragi g
all se notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can b m pped to 1-dimensional p ints i
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can b mapped t 2-di ensi al
points i the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with n ther im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of the sources X d Y , resp ctively.
The Hirschf ld-G belein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal corr lation
between sources X and Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [ f( ) p (f( ))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maxi al
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events of the sources to reals. The HGR ximal correlation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and reference therein) and it has b en
recently proposed as a practical and more r levant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of security and pr vacy [24].
With the introduced notation, the problem of computing the
HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be reformulated as
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be the vectors containing
the reals to which the events of sources X and Y are mapped,
respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the maximum singular
value of the empirical herence matrix Cˆ. This est blishes
the connection of ideas: while the HGR easure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within the range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of t e coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead gi en
by the sum of the squares of all potenti ly non-zero singular
values of the coherence matrix. Therefore, it is cle rly seen
that, a part from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mapping to ca onical coordinates of the
coherence, thus bec ing more sensit ve to complex hidd n
relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these
ide s, Fig. (3) compares the wo measures of informa io
in what concerns to the r relati n with u ual info mati n,
by t ting discrete memory-les c annels ge erat d r ndomly.
It is see that, i contrast wi h the HGR mea ure, the SMI
exhibits a con istent b havi r at th small dependence regime,
in the sense of its much ma ler disp rsion around the ratio of
1 with twic the true MI, as well as its m c l s s sitivity to
the alph bet size of the sources. It hould be noted that, unde
the pr sented u ified visio , th HGR maximal correlation
coefficient ca be se n as an xtreme c e of (badly) measuring
the SMI by apping the sourc s to reals (or a dim nsio
spanned by the mapp g equal o 1) instead f mapping th m
onto linearly indep ndent v ctors r ont the simplex, and it
represe t the maximum los of information with resp ct o the
true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECO D ORD R STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
I order to measure the SMI surroga e of mutual i f ma-
tion, we have se n th nec s ity of a ping the ev nts of a
sourc on a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension
equal to h source cardinality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, so an infinit dimensional mapping is in principle
required in that case in order to assure that no infor tion
will be lost. This ide s well-known in machine learning a d
it becomes the ain motivation for the use of kernel meth ds.
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, (42)
as writt in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of lev raging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional
points in the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} and so
on.
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another im-
portant notion. Let f : X ! R and g : Y ! R b
scalar representations of the sources X and Y , resp ctively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maxi l correlation
between sources X nd Y is defined as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g x)]
= max
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
where  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   Ep (f(x))2)] and  2g = EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g( ))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y ) represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after apping the
events of th sou ces to r als. The HGR maxim l c rrelation
has found numerous applications in information theory and
statistics (see [23] and refer nce therein) nd it h s been
recently proposed a pr ctical and more relevant surrogate
of mutual information in the field of security nd privacy [24].
With the introduced n tation, the proble o co puting the
HGR maximal c r lation coefficient can be reformulat d a
follows. Let u 2 RN and v 2 RM be e v ors c nta ing
the reals to which the even s of sou ces X and Y are mapped,
res e ively, that is [u]n = (x ) for n = 1 : N and
[v]m = g(xm) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtai th p irs of L-th
le gth samples { x,vHDy}. With the , th pr bl m of
es imating the HGR maxi al correlation coefficie t c n be
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆvp
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solution is simply given by the axim m singular
value of th emp ic l cohe e ce matrix Cˆ. T is establishes
th connection of ideas: whil the HGR me sure ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is withi the rang 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximum singular value of the coh rence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is inst ad given
by the sum f the quares of a l p tent ally non-zero singular
values of th coherence m trix. T erefor , it is clearly see
tha , a art from the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to oth r mappings to canonical coordinat s of th
coherenc , thus becoming or sensitive to complex dden
relat onships between the ob rved dat . To llustrat thes
ideas, Fig. (3) comp res the two m sure of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutual information,
by t sti g discr te memory-less channels generated rand mly.
It is se n that, in contrast with the HGR measur , he SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at he small d endence regime,
in the sense of its much smaller disp rsion around th rat o of
1 wi twice the true MI, as well as its much l ss sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be seen as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by apping the sources to reals (or a dimens on
spanned by t m pping equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly ind pendent vectors or onto the simplex, and it
repres nt the maximum loss of information with respect to the
tru MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In order to measure the SMI surrogate of mutual informa-
tion, we hav se n the cessity of mapping the events f a
source on a v ctorial pace spanning a minimum di ension
equal to the sour cardi ality. Analog sources are of infinite
dimension, s a infinite dimensio al mapping is in principle
r quired that case in order to ssure that o infor ation
will be lost. This i a i well-know in machine learning nd
it becomes the main motivat on for the use f kernel ethods.
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as written in (10).
idea will take a fundamental role in the process of leveraging
all these notions to the analog case. Figure () illustrates the
concept: binary da a can b mapped to 1-dimensional points in
the set { 1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped t 2-dim nsional
i the set {[1, 0], [ 0.5,p3/2], [ 0.5, p3/2]} nd so
o .
Finally, t I measure can be link with another im-
ortant notion. Let f : X ! R a d g : Y ! R be
scalar representations of th sourc s X and Y , resp ctively.
The Hirschfeld-Gebel in-Re´nyi (HGR) maxi l corr lation
w en s urces X and Y is defi ed as [22]:
⇢(X;Y ) = max
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
E Xf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(x)]
= ax
f,g
 fgq
 2f 
2
g
(40)
wher  fg = EpXY [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))(g(x)   EpY (g(y))],
 2f = EpX [(f(x)   EpX (f(x))2)] and  2g EpY [(g(x)  
EpY (g(x))2)]. Note that ⇢(X;Y represents the maximal
Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the
events f the sources to reals. The HGR maximal correlation
h s found nume ous applic tions in infor at on theo y and
sta i ti s (se [23] nd reference therein) a d it as been
ecently pro sed a practical and o e relevan surrogat
of mutu l information i he field of s c rity and priva y [24].
With the i tro u ed notation, the problem of computi g th
HGR maxim l corr lati n c efficient c be re ulated as
follow . L t u 2 RN nd v 2 RM be t e v ctors containing
the r als o wh c the ev nts f sources X and Y ar mapped,
re pectively, that is [u]n = (xn) f r n = 1 : N an
[v]m = g(x ) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a sequence
of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th
l ngth samples {uHDx,vHDy}. With them, the problem of
sti ating the HGR maximal correlatio coefficient can e
cast as follows:
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆv
uHCˆu
p
vHCˆv
(41)
whose solutio is simply give by the maximum singular
value of the mpi ical coherence matrix Cˆ. This establishes
the conn cti of id as: while the HG measur ⇢ˆ(X;Y )
is within t e range 0  ⇢ˆ(X;Y )  1 and is given by
the maximu singular v l of the coherence matrix (i.e.
⇢ˆ(X;Y ) =  ˆsmax(Bˆ) =  ˆmax(Cˆ) ), the SMI is instead giv n
by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-ze o singular
values of the coherence matrix. Th refore, it is clearly seen
that, a part fro the best single mapping to reals, the SMI
looks as well to other mappi to canonical coordinates of the
co renc , thus becoming more s n tive to complex hidden
relationships between the observed dat . T illustrate these
ideas, Fig. (3) compares the two easures of information
in what concerns to their relation with mutu l i formation,
by testing discrete m mory-less channels generated rand mly.
It is seen that, in contra t with the HGR measur , the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependence regime,
i the sense of its much smaller dispersion around the ratio of
1 with twice the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to
the alphabet size of the sources. It should be noted that, under
the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation
coefficient can be see as an extreme case of (badly) measuring
the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension
spa ed by the ppi g equal to 1) instead of mapping them
onto linearly indep ndent v ctors or onto the simplex, and it
repres nt the max mum loss of information with respect to the
rue MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND ORDER STATISTICS ON
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
In orde to measur the SMI surrogate of utual info ma-
tion, we hav seen the necessity of mapping the events of a
source on a vectorial space spanning a mini um dimension
equal to t e source cardinality. Analog sources ar of infinite
dimensi , so an infinite dimensional m pping is in pri ciple
requir d in that a e in order to ssure that no informat on
will be lost. This ide is well-known in machi e learni g and
it becom s the ma n motivation for the use of kern l methods.
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Fig. 2. Illus ration of th m ing X → R|X|−1 ont t (|X | − 1)-simpl x.
sample h rence m trix r quir d in CCA, the squared- oss mutual information can be expressed just as the sum of the squared
canon c l correlations:
Iˆs ( ;Y ) =
min(N,M)−1∑
i=1
λˆ2i (Cˆ). (38)
Note also that, since a coherence atrix s invariant und r lin a invertible transforms, the code-books used for the SMI
computation are rrel vant, provided t at linearly i p dent v ctors (columns of F and G) are used. Otherwise, if the
dim n ion f the space p nn d after he mapping of X is smaller than required (i.e. N ′ < N − 1 and/or M ′ < M − 1), the
c t ibu ion of the s al st c ical c rrelatio s may be lost. The mi imum dimension for the mapping of a source to vectors
is therefore equal to th cardi ality minu on . Mor over, the theorem also states implicitly that using higher dimension (i.e.
N ′ > N − 1 and/or M ′ > M − 1) will yield a low-rank tructure on Cˆx and/or Cˆy . This idea will take a fundamental role
in th process of leveraging all these notions to the analog case. In short, Fig. 2 illustrates the stated notion behind Thm. 3:
binary data can be mapped to 1-dimensional points in the set {−1, 1}; ternary data can be mapped to 2-dimensional points in
the set {[1, 0], [−0.5,√3/2], [−0.5,−√3/2]}, and so on.
C. Relation to Gebelein Maximal Correlation
Finally, the SMI measure can be linked with another important notion. Let f : X → R and g : Y → R be scalar
representations of the sources X and Y , respectively. For X = Y = R, the Hirschfeld-Gebelein-Re´nyi (HGR) maximal
correlation between sources X and Y is defined as [34], [35]:
ρ(X;Y ) = sup
f, g : EpXf = EpY g = 0,
EpXf2 = EpY g2 = 1
EpXY [f(x)g(y)] = sup
f,g
σfg√
σ2fσ
2
g
, (39)
where
σfg = EpXY [(f(x)− EpXf(x)) (g(y)− EpY g(y))],
σ2f = EpX [(f(x)− EpXf(x))2],
σ2g = EpY [(g(y)− EpY g(y))2], (40)
and the supremum in (39) is taken over all Borel functions f and g. The HGR maximal correlation ρ(X;Y ) represents the
maximal Pearson coefficient that can be obtained after mapping the events of the sources to reals, and it has found numerous
applications in information theory and statistics (see [36] and reference therein). Recently, the HGR has been proposed as a
practical and more relevant surrogate of mutual information in the field of security and privacy [37].
For sources with finite alphabets X and Y , the problem of estimating the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be
reformulated as follows. Let u ∈ RN and v ∈ RM be the vectors containing the reals towards which the events of sources
X and Y are mapped, respectively, that is [u]n = f(xn) for n = 1 : N and [v]m = g(ym) for m = 1 : M . Then, from a
sequence of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} we obtain the pairs of L-th length samples {uHDx,vHDy}. Clearly,
ρˆ(X;Y ) = max
u,v
uHCˆxyv√
uHCˆxu
√
vHCˆyv
, (41)
which is given by the maximum singular value of the empirical coherence matrix Cˆ, implying that 0 ≤ ρˆ(X;Y ) ≤ 1. In
contrast, according to what we have shown in this paper, the SMI is given by the sum of the squares of all potentially non-
zero singular values of the coherence matrix, as seen in (38). Therefore, apart from the best single mapping to reals that the
HGR notion provides, the SMI looks as well to other mappings to canonical coordinates of the coherence, thus becoming
more sensitive to complex hidden relationships between the observed data. To illustrate these ideas, Fig. 3 compares the two
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Fig. 3. Half of the ratio between the squared-loss MI and MI (left) and between the squared HGR and MI (right) for random discrete memory-less channels
with random input distributions, for different N (=M ) values of alphabet sizes.
measures of information in what concerns to their relation with mutual information by testing discrete memory-less channels
generated randomly with input distribution also generated randomly. It is seen that, in contrast with the HGR measure, the SMI
exhibits a consistent behavior at the small dependence regime, in the sense of its much smaller dispersion around the value of
1 of the ratio between half of the HGR measure and the true MI, as well as its much less sensitivity to the alphabet size of
the sources. It should be noted that, under the presented unified vision, the HGR maximal correlation coefficient can be seen
as an extreme case of (badly) measuring the SMI by mapping the sources to reals (or a dimension spanned by the mapping
equal to 1) instead of mapping them onto linearly independent vectors or onto the simplex, and it represents the maximum
loss of information with respect to the true MI.
IV. ANALOG SOURCES: SECOND-ORDER STATISTICS ON THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE SPACE
For discrete sources, we have shown that estimating the SMI surrogate of mutual information via second-order statistics
entails the mapping of events onto a vectorial space spanning a minimum dimension equal to the source cardinality minus
one. But analog sources are of infinite dimension, so an infinite dimensional mapping is in principle required to retain all the
information. This key idea, informally stated in Cover’s theorem on the separability of patterns [38]2, is well known in the
field of machine learning. In particular, kernel methods have the ability (called kernel trick [39]) of implicitly using linear
algebra on high (infinite) dimensional spaces without the necessity of explicitly visiting that huge space.
Leaving the kernel paradigm, in this section we propose an explicit mapping of analog sources onto a space of finite
dimension on the complex field. The motivation is two-fold: on the one hand, the explicit mapping allows the use of the
standard CCA as seen for discrete sources; on the other hand, the fixed dimension acts itself as a regularizer of the problem.
The advantage is that, while the computation of scalar products on the implicit high dimensional spaces is very direct by using
kernel methods, it is not so clear how to implement the inversion of matrices as those required by CCA. Although kernelized
versions of CCA (KCCA) have been proposed (see [9], [40]) in the context of several signal processing and machine learning
applications (e.g. blind source separation and nonlinear channel identification/equalization [41]), they involve costly inversion
of big Gram matrices of kernel dot products between all data pairs, thus requiring strategies for decreasing complexity, such as
the incomplete Cholesky factorization [39]. In addition, kernel methods ultimately need to be regularized to avoid overfitting.
In that sense, the alternative based on an explicit mapping proposed in the sequel can be seen as procedure for regularizing
the problem from the beginning, providing interpretability and computational complexity savings.
2“A complex pattern-classification problem, cast in a high-dimensional space nonlinearly, is more likely to be linearly separable than in a low-dimensional
space, provided that the space is not densely populated” (T. M. Cover).
A. Dependence, correlation and characteristic function
To motivate the mapping that will be finally proposed in (48), let us write the marginal and joint characteristic functions
(CF) (defined as the Fourier transform of the PDFs with sign reversal in the complex exponential) of a pair of analog sources
X and Y as follows:
ϕX(ω1) =
ˆ
pX(x)e
jω1xdx = EpX [z1] ,
ϕY (ω2) =
ˆ
pY (y)e
jω2ydy = EpY [z2] ,
ϕXY (ω1, ω2) =
ˆ
pXY (x, y)e
j(ω1x+ω2y)dxdy = EpXY [z1z2] , (42)
where z1 = ejω1X and z2 = ejω2Y are complex random variables obtained from X and Y through a nonlinear mapping. Clearly,
if X and Y are independent, then ϕXY (ω1, ω2) = EpX [z1]EpY [z2] = ϕX(ω1)ϕY (ω2) for all possible values of ω1 and ω2,
implying that z1 and z2 are uncorrelated random variables. Note that the converse is also true: if z1 and z2 are uncorrelated for
all possible values of ω1 and ω2, then X and Y are independent, since the condition ϕXY (ω1, ω2) = ϕX(ω1)ϕY (ω2) implies
that pXY (x, y) = pX(x)pY (y) as a result of the bijective property of the Fourier transform. It is important to emphasize
that the converse statement mentioned above guarantees that any kind of statistical dependence between X and Y will be
“manifested” as correlation for some values of ω1 and ω2, which means that the set of complex exponential functions is not
restrictive for the problem of independence detection via second-order statistics. In other words, independence detection can be
formulated as a problem of correlation detection (see [42]) by resorting to the characteristic function, provided that sufficient
number of values of ω1 and ω2 are explored.
From this observation, two natural questions arise for the problem of SMI estimation: how many points of ω1 and ω2 for
correlation analysis need to be explored? How small the separation between the explored points needs to be? To answer to
these questions, we next propose a finite support for regularization (Sec. IV-B) and a uniform sampling (Secs. IV-B&IV-C) of
the characteristic function, which further yield to an efficient estimation approach (Sec. IV-D).
B. Regularization through Gaussian convolutions
It is well known that the problem of estimating differential entropy and mutual information needs to be regularized [2]. In the
sequel, we propose a regularization approach based on the properties of the characteristic function. The core idea is the concept
of Gaussian convolutions, which has been recently proposed in [12] in the framework of differential entropy estimation as a
means to achieve the parametric rate of convergence (w.r.t. the sample size) for distributions belonging to any nonparametric
class. In the context of this paper, the approach has the additional advantage of providing a clear physical meaning to the
proposed estimators of information, as seen in the sequel.
Consider that sources X and Y are in fact contaminated by independent zero-mean additive Gaussian sources Vx and Vy
with known smoothing variance σ2 and PDF pV :
x′(l) = x(l) + vx(l), y′(l) = y(l) + vy(l). (43)
The purpose is now to estimate the contaminated information between the virtual sources x′(l) and y′(l) using the data obtained
from the actual sources x(l) and y(l), which are still accessible. By doing so, a natural regularization of the problem is achieved,
as seen in the sequel.
Since the PDF of the sum of independent random variables is the convolution of densities, that is pX′(x) = pX(x) ∗ pV (x)
and pY ′(y) = pY (y) ∗ pV (y), the CF is just the product of CFs of each term, that is ϕX′(ω) = ϕX(ω)ϕV (ω) and ϕX′(ω) =
ϕY (ω)ϕV (ω), where
ϕV (ω) = e
−σ2w2/2 (44)
is the CF of both Vx and Vy . The key point is that the Gaussian shape has an effective support, which allows focusing on a
finite interval given by |ω| ≤ ωmax = kσ−1, typically with k = 2.5. Consequently, as |ϕX(ω)| ≤ 1 and |ϕY (ω)| ≤ 1, the CFs
of the contaminated sources X ′ and Y ′ become both roughly zero for |ω| > ωmax as well. The higher is σ2, the stronger is the
smoothing effect caused on the PDFs, and the smaller is the effective support of the CFs, exhibiting an insightful duality with
the classical spectral estimation problem. Note that, by the general data processing inequality for f -divergences (see [43] and
references therein), the additive perturbation in both sources regularizes the problem by decreasing and bounding the amount of
mutual information to be measured, yielding to a negative bias contribution to the estimators as verified later on with computer
simulations. In summary, estimates of the CFs of the contaminated sources can be obtained by just tapering the sample mean
estimators as follows:
ϕˆX′(ω) =
〈
ejωx(l)
〉
L
ϕV (ω), ϕˆY ′(ω) =
〈
ejωy(l)
〉
L
ϕV (ω). (45)
Once the effective support of the empirical CFs is fixed, consider a uniform sampling in the ω domain with sampling period
α. As CFs and PDFs are Fourier pairs, the sampling of CFs implies a periodic extension of the PDFs, such that the implicit
density of X becomes
pX′(x) =
∑
k
(pX ∗ pV )
(
x− 2pik
α
)
, (46)
and similarly for Y . The smaller is α, the smaller is the aliasing effect in (46), so the sampling period α can be roughly
determined as the inverse of the expected dynamic range of the PDFs of the sources, that is α = 1/(qσx), typically with q = 3.
Assuming a CF support of 2ωmax, this yields a number of sampling points of the CFs given by
N = 2
⌈ωmax
α
⌉
+ 1 = 2
⌈
kq
σx
σ
⌉
+ 1, (47)
where an odd value of N is imposed for clarity in forthcoming developments. It is worth noting that, as the Gaussian window
minimizes the uncertainty principle, a commonly used rationale in the classical time-frequency analysis, an additive Gaussian
perturbation will therefore minimize the effective support of the contaminated characteristic function (i.e. the effective dimension
of the feature space) for a given smoothing variance σ2, which further supports the rationale for using the tool of Gaussian
convolutions as a natural regularizer in the specific methodology explored in this paper. The interpretation of (47) is that of
moving the problem to a finite parametric representation of the PDFs, which originally belong to a nonparametric class. Then,
as the implicit number of parameters of the problem becomes finite, the SMI estimation problem will turn out to be consistent.
C. Second-order statistics on the characteristic space and SMI estimate
Given the physical sense of the proposed regularization, we propose (see [7]) a uniform symmetric and finite sampling of
ω1 and ω2 to define mappings φX(.) : R→ CN and φY (.) : R→ CN as
x→ x = ejαnx y → y = ejαny, (48)
respectively, where n ∈ ZN×1 is a vector of integers defined as n = [−K,−K+ 1, · · · ,K]T with N = 2K+ 1. To appreciate
the rationale, note that if one lets α → 0 and N → ∞ simultaneously in such a way that Nα → ∞ as well, for instance
α = O(N−1/2), we are then mapping the sources onto asymptotically orthogonal vectors, which ensures that the SMI estimate
that we developed for discrete sources (based now on CCA performed on the new spaces) will be asymptotically unbiased,
according with Thms. 2 and 3. Note that the required feature space dimension is determined by (47), which explains why
using a finite dimension acts as a natural regularization of the problem.
Consider a sequence of L i.i.d. pairs {x(l), y(l)} ∈ R2 for l = 1, 2, . . . , L. Using the mappings defined in (48), we obtain the
pair of vector sequences {x(l),y(l)} ∈ CN×2 in the feature space and construct the data matrices X ∈ CN×L and Y ∈ CN×L
as follows:
[X]:,l = x(l), [Y]:,l = y(l). (49)
From Thm. 2 and Remark 1, the SMI for analog sources can be finally estimated as
Iˆs (X;Y ) = ||Cˆ||2, (50)
with
Cˆ = Rˆ
−1/2
x′ Cˆx′y′Rˆ
−1/2
y′ . (51)
Note that, following the concept of Gaussian convolutions, the sample autocorrelations and the cross-covariance in (51) refer
to the contaminated sources X ′ and Y ′, for which the result in (45) is used in the sequel to compute both the cross-covariance
and the autocorrelation matrices.
On the one hand, concerning the cross-covariance in (51), we clearly obtain from (45) that:
Cˆx′y′ =
〈
ejαnx(l)e−jαn
T y(l)
〉
L
 (wwT )− pˆqˆH (52)
where the weighted first-order statistics are
pˆ =
〈
ejαnx(l)
〉
L
w, qˆ =
〈
ejαny(l)
〉
L
w (53)
and the symmetric tapering vector is defined as
[w]n = ϕV ((n−K)α) = e−σ2α2(n−K)2/2 (54)
for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
On the other hand, the elements of the sample autocorrelation matrices in (51) can be expressed as [Rˆx]n,m =
〈
ejα(n−m)x(l)
〉
L
ϕV (α(n−
m)) and [Rˆy]n,m =
〈
ejα(n−m)y(l)
〉
L
ϕV (α(n −m)) for n,m = 0, 1, . . . , 2K, which endows them with a Toeplitz structure.
As a result, we can construct them as follows:
Rˆx′ = Toe (pˆa) , Rˆy′ = Toe (qˆa) , (55)
where pˆa and qˆa are defined as the extended weighted first-order statistics,
pˆa =
〈
ejαnax(l)
〉
L
wa, qˆa =
〈
ejαnay(l)
〉
L
wa, (56)
with na = [0, 1, · · · , N − 1]T and the asymmetric tapering vector is defined as
[wa]n = ϕV (nα) = e
−σ2α2n2/2 (57)
for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
As a final remark, note that the regularization technique proposed above differs from the classical regularization technique
used in KCCA based on diagonal loading of autocorrelation matrices [9]. Although both techniques succeed in solving the
rank deficient issue, the proposed regularization based on tapering provides physical interpretation to the overall effect on the
final estimate.
D. Large feature space dimension regime approximation
The Toeplitz structure of Rˆx′ and Rˆy′ can be further exploited for the computation of the inverses in (51). Szego¨’s theorem
(see [44], [45]) establishes that, for large dimension, a Toeplitz matrix is asymptotically diagonalizable by the unitary Fourier
matrix, and its eigenvalues asymptotically behave like samples of the Fourier transform of its entries. The most general and
relaxed assumption that guarantees the behavior stated in Szego¨s theorem is that the columns of the matrices are square-
integrable for N →∞. This condition is clearly ensured by the tapering operation in (56)&(57). Effectively, as the Gaussian
taper in (57) is square-integrable for any σ2 > 0 and the sample CFs are upper-bounded, that is | 〈ejαnx(l)〉
L
| ≤ 1 and
| 〈ejαny(l)〉
L
| ≤ 1, then the sample vectors pˆa and qˆa become square-integrable for N →∞. This fact motivates a frequency-
domain tool to reduce complexity by leveraging the approximate diagonalization of the involved Toeplitz matrices after a
Fourier transform. In particular, the following theorem sets the required theoretical framework:
Theorem 4. Let tn ∈ C be an Hermitian sequence such that t0 = 1 and limN→∞
∑N−1
n=0 |tn|2 < ∞. Let us define vector
t ∈ CN and Hermitian-Toeplitz matrix T ∈ CN×N as [t]n = tn and T = Toe (t), respectively. Let U ∈ CN×N be the unitary
Fourier matrix. Then
lim
N→∞
{[
UTUH
]
n,m
−
(
2
√
NRe
([
UH (t v)]
n
)− 1) δnm} = 0 (58)
for n,m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, where v is a unilateral triangular window with elements [v]n = 1− n/N .
Proof: See [45] for detailed proofs concerning the limit behavior. In addition, in (58) we have used that the Fourier
transform of an Hermitian sequence gn can be written as
∑(N−1)
n=−(N−1) gne
−j2piwn = g0 + 2Re
(∑(N−1)
n=1 gne
−j2piwn
)
=
2Re
(∑(N−1)
n=0 gne
−j2piwn
)
− g0, and that gn = tn(1− n/N) with g0 = 1.
Consider now the SMI estimate proposed in (50)&(51), which can be expressed as follows:
Iˆs (X;Y ) =
∥∥∥Rˆ−1/2x′ Cˆx′y′Rˆ−1/2y′ ∥∥∥2 . (59)
As the Frobenious norm is invariant under unitary transforms, we can write
Iˆs (X;Y ) =
∥∥∥(URˆx′UH)−1/2UCˆx′y′UH(URˆy′UH)−1/2∥∥∥2 . (60)
Thm. 4 states that the transformed autocorrelation matrices URˆx′UH and URˆy′UH in (60) are asymptotically diagonal,
which allows the formulation of an approximate and computationally efficient SMI estimator for the large dimension regime
in the following manner:
Iˆas (X;Y ) =
∥∥∥[pˆ′]−1/2UCˆx′y′UH [qˆ′]−1/2∥∥∥2 , (61)
where, as [pˆa]0 = [qˆa]0 = 1, we can use (56)&(58) to write the final transformed vectors as:
pˆ′ = 2
√
NRe
(
UH (pˆa  v)
)− 1,
qˆ′ = 2
√
NRe
(
UH (qˆa  v)
)− 1. (62)
The main advantage of the proposed approximate estimator in (61) is that matrix inverses are avoided and only element-wise
inverses are required.
Fig. 4. Examples of contour plots (up) and raw data (down) for small, medium and high dependence (left to right), all with null correlation.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed estimators, and the impact of their free parameters, is evaluated by means of Monte
Carlo simulations. We measure the mean and variance of the estimated amount of information using the Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) proposed in [42], which is illustrated in Fig. 4. The data is normalized such that EpX [x] = EpY [y] = 0,
EpX [x2] = EpY [y2] = 1. The usefulness of this model lies on the fact that EpXY [xy] = 0 for any value of MI, thus forcing
the estimators to discover dependence from uncorrelated data. To test the estimators, the true value of Is(X;Y ) is obtained
by a genie-aided estimator based on empirical averaging [2] under the knowledge of pXY .
Fig. 5 shows the mean of the proposed SMI estimators as a function of small (Is (X,Y ) ∈ [0, 0.1]) and moderate (Is (X,Y ) ∈
(0.1, 1]) values of true SMI, for different values of the dimension-variance pair (σ2, N) and data size L. The feature space
dimension N is fixed from σ2 by (47) using k = 3 and q = 2.5. Clearly, the linearity range of all curves increases as σ2
decreases (and N increases accordingly) in the large SMI regime by increasing the ceiling value, with the price of additionally
increasing the SMI floor at the small SMI regime. For a given pair (σ2, N), that floor gets inversely proportional to L. In short,
the small dependence regime is the data limited regime, and the strong dependence regime is the dimension limited regime. In
order to compensate the floor level at small data regime, a reduced bias estimator Iˆs (X,Y)− Iˆs (X,Yind) is also shown, where
Yind is independent data identically distributed as Y and obtained by circularly shifting the data sequence associated to Y by j
positions with j 6= 0 and j 6= L. In this way, the residual biases associated to estimates of theoretically null squared canonical
correlations are reduced, thus improving the impact on the overall bias at the small data regime for a sufficiently small (big)
smoothing variance σ2 (dimension N ), and regardless of the kind of data statistics. Finally, to validate the regularization based
on Gaussian convolutions, another genie-aided estimate computed from truly contaminated data with independent additive
Gaussian noises of variance σ2 is also shown. As expected, the proposed estimators become asymptotically close from above
to the contaminated SMI value as L → ∞, which provides a physical interpretation of the negative bias that emerges at the
moderate dependence regime.
Fig. 6 depict the bias and variance vs. L of the proposed estimator Iˆs (X,Y ) along with its reduced bias version Iˆs (X,Y )−
Iˆs (X,Yind). For the selection of the perturbation variance, the estimator uses the classical Silverman’s rule [46], [47] derived
in the context of nonparametric kernel density functionals estimation, which is known to provide consistent results for small
dimensional data [4]. According with this rule, the perturbation variance is let to monotonically decrease with L as σ2 =
p/
(
L2/5
)
, being p a free parameter, which is shown to provide a good bias-variance trade-off at all data-size regimes as well
as consistency of the estimate for L→∞. This relation between data-size and perturbation variance can also be encountered
in the context of spectral density estimation after minimizing the MSE with respect to the taper bandwidth [48], recalling the
resemblance between the perturbation based on Gaussian convolutions and the spectral estimation problem. For clarity, the
rationale for using this rule also in the context of estimating information is sketched in Appendix D. It can be seen that the
reduced bias estimator is especially effective at small values of L, approximating the performance of the original method as
L increases, at the cost of providing a slightly higher variance. The least squares mutual information estimator (LSMI) [29]
is also shown, whose parameters are selected through cross-validation. For completeness, two MI estimators are also tested:
one is based on adaptively partitioning the observation space [49], and the other consists on measuring entropy through the
k-nearest neighbor algorithm [50] with a single neighbor. Note that, although the true values of SMI and MI differ (both
measured through the genie-aided estimator), the comparison between SMI and MI estimators is fair since normalized bias
and variance are used as performance indicators.
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Fig. 5. Mean of the estimated SMI (up) and reduced-bias estimators (down) as a function of the true SMI for α = 1/3, showing the role of σ2 and L, with
N = 2 d7.5/σe+ 1.
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(a): SMI=1, MI=0.4, p = 0.1. (b): SMI=0.1, MI=0.05, p = 0.25.
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Fig. 7. Bias of the SMI estimator and the approximate SMI estimator as a function of feature space dimension N , for SMI = 1, α = 1/3 and L = 105.
Finally, the performance of the approximate frequency-domain estimator is shown in Fig. 7 in terms of bias. It can be seen
that, as the dimension increases, the performance of the approximate estimator converges to that of the original estimator,
provided that a nonzero smoothing variance is used, with the advantage of a significantly reduced computational load. Note
that the greater is the smoothing variance, the faster is the convergence rate of the frequency-domain estimator to the original
performance, at the expense of an increased negative bias.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived estimators of the degree of dependence of a pair of i.i.d. data, which are based solely on
second-order statistics computed after mapping the data onto a complex space with higher dimension. The use of second-order
statistics is possible as a result of selecting a surrogate of mutual information that is a quadratic measure of dependence.
In particular, it is shown that the squared-loss mutual information used in the field of machine learning corresponds to a
second-order statistics based on the Frobenius norm of a coherence matrix, which is known to be directly linked with the standard
CCA tool. The selected squared-loss surrogate has the property of upper-bounding Shannon mutual information. Moreover,
it behaves as a local approximation of twice the Shannon mutual information, which means that the developed estimators
provide meaningful values at the challenging, small dependence regime. While in the case of discrete data a mapping onto
the (N − 1)-simplex suffices, for analog data the natural feature space is based on steering vectors and its dimension can be
selected as a regularization parameter of the problem, trading-off performance (bias) and complexity. The main advantage of
avoiding the dual form as in kernel methods is that the estimators become linearly scalable with respect to the data size, and
that the free parameters can be selected with physical meaning related to the expected dynamic range and expected smoothing
degree of the true densities. In the development of the estimators, some connections with well-known concepts in the literature
have emerged, such as the locally optimal detector of correlation for Gaussian data, the linear information coupling problems,
the Gebelein maximal correlation, the chi-squared divergence and the spectral analysis.
Finally, some pending issues are left for future work, such as the extension of the estimator to the case of data with
memory, as proposed for instance in [51], and a data-dependent dimensionality reduction strategy prior to CCA, for which
some preliminary results based on the minimum description length principle have recently been provided in [52].
VII. APPENDICES
Appendix A: Derivation of (10).
Defining PX as the probability measure, we have
Dχ2 (pX ||qX) =
ˆ
pX
qX
dPX − 1 =
ˆ (
pX
qX
− 2
)
dPX + 1 =
ˆ (
p2X − 2pXqX
pXqX
)
dPX +
ˆ (
q2X
pXqX
)
dPX
=
ˆ (
p2X − 2pXqX + q2X
pXqX
)
dPX =
ˆ (
pX − qX√
pXqX
)2
dPX = EpX
(
pX(x)− qX(x)√
pX(x)qX(x)
)2
, (63)
as written in (10).
Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 2
From (35), we have
||Cˆ||2 = tr
(
CˆxyRˆ
−1
y Cˆ
H
xyRˆ
−1
x
)
, (64)
where, using (33), Rˆx = XXH/L = F[ˆ˜p]FH , Rˆy = YYH/L = G[ˆ˜q]GH and Cˆxy = XP⊥1Y
H/L = F(ˆ˜J − ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )GH .
Plugging them on (64), we have
||Cˆ||2 = tr
(
F(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )GH (G[ˆ˜q]GH)−1 G(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )TFH(F[ˆ˜p]FH)−1
)
(65)
Using that F and G are invertible, we get ||Cˆ||2 = tr
(
F(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )[ˆ˜q]−1(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )T [ˆ˜p]−1F−1
)
. Finally, the circularity of
trace allows writing
||Cˆ||2 = tr
(
(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )[ˆ˜q]−1(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )T [ˆ˜p]−1
)
= || ˆ˜C||2, (66)
as we wanted to show.
Appendix C: Proof of Theorem 3
The following properties are used for the proof: ˆ˜pT1N = ˆ˜qT1M = 1,
ˆ˜J1M = ˆ˜p, 1TN
ˆ˜J = ˆ˜qT , [ˆ˜p]1N = ˆ˜p and [ˆ˜q]1M = ˆ˜q.
Clearly,
(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )1M = 0N ,
1TN (
ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT ) = 0TM ,
(67)
which means that 1N and 1M are left and right singular vectors of matrix (
ˆ˜J − ˆ˜pˆ˜qT ), respectively, associated to its null
singular value. From (66), then we can write
|| ˆ˜C||2 = tr
(
(ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )([ˆ˜q]−1 + β1−β1M1TM ) (ˆ˜J− ˆ˜pˆ˜qT )T ([ˆ˜p]−1 + β1−β1N1TN )
)
, (68)
for any β. From the Woodbury identity, we can write(
[ˆ˜q]−1 + β1−β1M1
T
M
)−1
= [ˆ˜q]− [ˆ˜q]1M1TM [ˆ˜q]
β+1TM [
ˆ˜q]1M
= [ˆ˜q]− β ˆ˜qˆ˜qT ,(
[ˆ˜p]−1 + β1−β1N1
T
N
)−1
= [ˆ˜p]− [ˆ˜p]1N1TN [ˆ˜p]
β+1TN [
ˆ˜p]1N
= [ˆ˜p]− β ˆ˜pˆ˜pT . (69)
Clearly,
limβ→1
(
[ˆ˜q]− β ˆ˜qˆ˜qT
)
1M = 0M ,
limβ→1
(
[ˆ˜p]− β ˆ˜pˆ˜pT
)
1N = 0N ,
(70)
which means that these two matrices, which are sample covariance matrices for β → 1, share with matrix (ˆ˜J − ˆ˜pˆ˜qT ) (see
(67)) the same singular vectors associated to null singular value. Therefore, for the limiting case of β = 1, rank reduction
using full-rank matrices F ∈ CN ′×N (with N ′ = N − 1) and G ∈ CM ′×M (with M ′ = M − 1) is possible, constrained to
computing covariance instead of autocorrelation matrices from data, which proves the equality with the SMI. For N ′ < N − 1
and/or M ′ < M − 1, however, the smallest singular values will be lost, which proves the inequality.
Appendix D: Perturbation variance setting
For large L, the bias and variance of the SMI estimator are given by
bias(Iˆs) = −O(σ2) +O(σ−1L−1) (71)
var(Iˆs) = O(σ−1L−1). (72)
The term O(σ2) ≥ 0 is a result of the data processing inequality and the consistent (with L) terms O(σ−1L−1) decrease
with σ as a result of (47). Both have also been approximately confirmed by simulations for a wide range of scenarios. As the
mean squared error is mse(Iˆs) = bias2(Iˆs) + var(Iˆs), the condition limL→∞ σ2 = limL→∞ σ−1L−1 = 0 is required to yield
limL→∞mse(Iˆs) = 0, which moves to choosing σ as a monotonically decreasing function of L such that σ−1L−1 is also
monotonically decreasing. Let us adopt a power law σ = O(L−γ), for which the condition 0 < γ < 1 guarantees the desired
convergence given by
mse(Iˆs) = O(L−min[4γ,1−γ]). (73)
Then, the value of γ can finally be optimized by the following MiniMax rule:
γ = arg max
γ
min [4γ, 1− γ]) = 1
5
(74)
similarly as the Silverman’s rule for kernel smoothing, which implies setting the perturbation variance as σ2 = p/
(
L2/5
)
,
being p the new relative free parameter of the estimator.
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